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DECEMBER 2018We have a daypack for every possible situation.

HOW TO CHOOSE A DAYPACK
WHAT TYPE OF PACK SHOULD I GET?
There are a few factors to think about when you’re 
choosing a daypack. You’ll need to consider what you’re 
primarily using the daypack for. Some daypacks have quite 
specific features: for example, a mountaineering-style pack 
will have crampon, ski and ice axe attachment points. Other 
daypacks, such as a hiking daypack, may have more generic 
features.

Another consideration is the litreage of the daypack. 
You’ll need to give some thought to the overall load 
capacity of the daypack in order to ensure you‘ll be able to 
fit in the gear you want to take. 

Daypacks in the 40–55 litre category would be classed as 
day-and-a-half packs or overnighters, generally speaking. 
Depending on how you pack your gear, a 40–55 litre 
pack may be perfectly adequate for your personal gear 
on multiday trips – particularly if your food, water and 

Exped Lightning 45, ideal for 
ultralight adventures.

Lowe Alpine Alpine Ascent 
is ideal for climbing, 
mountaineering and 
backcountry ski-touring.

packs
A BUYING GUIDE   

40–55 litre

A good daypack is a great companion. At Bogong we have urban daypacks for everyday use, technical 
daypacks for bushwalking and hiking, larger daypacks ideal for trekking the Kokoda Trail or the Camino 
de Santiago, speciality daypacks for skiing, mountaineering and alpine use, waterproof daypacks, climbing 
daypacks, ultralight daypacks for adventure racing… you get the picture.
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DEUTER 
AIRCONTACT 
50+10 SL
50+10L  $449.95
Of all the Deuter trekking 
packs, the AirContact 
series carries the biggest 
loads. That’s thanks to a 
comfortable suspension 
system. It’s also fully 
featured, and sports 
durable fabrics and 
construction to put up 
with major trail abuse.

99  Women’s fit
99  Hydration compatible
99  Raincover
99  Front access
99  Hiking pole loops
99  Ice axe loops
99  Adjustable lid
99  Adjustable back 

length
99  Separate bottom 

compartment
99  Daisy chains
99  Zippered hip belt 

pocket
99  Lid pocket
99  Synthetic

FEATURES
•9Pivoting Vari-Flex hip 

fins
•9Lightweight aluminium 

X-frame
•9‘Pull-forward’ hip  

belt buckles
•9Central hydration  

channel opening
•9Top lid attachment 

rings
•9Wet pocket
•9Map pocket

Colours
Sizes one size adjustable
Weight 2.22kg 
Fabric Deuter-Duratex, 330D 
Micro Rip Pro 6.6

Also available:
AIRCONTACT 55+10 
$449.95
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We have an excellent range of packs in the 40–55 litre range perfect 
for overnight or ‘day-and-a-half’ trips. Among our daypacks, you’ll 
also find  robust choices for heading out to your favourite crag, or 

for mountaineering or backcountry day or overnight trips.

DAYPACKS, 
40–55 LITRES

DEUTER  
AIRCONTACT LITE  
40+10
40+10L  $369.95
These sleek packs remain 
true to their lightweight 
credentials. With their 
minimal weight and 
purist, technical look, the 
AirContact Lite models 
are good-looking, light, 
yet reliable companions.

99  Lightweight
99  Hydration compatible
99  Front access
99  Hiking pole loops
99  Ice axe loops
99  Adjustable lid
99  Adjustable back 

length
99  Separate bottom 

compartment
99  Front external storage
99  Zippered hip belt 

pocket
99  Lid pocket
99  Synthetic

FEATURES
•9Compact multi-layer hip 

belt construction with 
‘pull-forward’ function 
making it easy to 
fasten, even with heavy 
loads 

•9Contoured shoulder 
straps with soft edges 

•9Lightweight aluminium  
X-frame 

•9Removable separator 
pocket 

•9Wet pocket
•9Double-layered base

Colours
Sizes one size adjustable
Weight 1.68kg 
Fabric 600D PES, 100D PA 
High Tenacity

Also available:
AIRCONTACT LITE 35+10 SL 
$319.95

LOWE ALPINE  
AIRZONE PRO 35:45
35+10L  $269.95
A 4-season hiking pack, 
fully adjustable and 
superbly comfortable, 
with space to spare for 
cold winter days and 
short overnight trips.

99 Lightweight
99 Hydration compatible
99 Raincover
99 Side access
99 Hiking pole loops
99 Ice axe loops
99 Adjustable lid
99 Adjustable back length
99 Front external storage
99 Zippered hip belt 

pocket
99 Lid pockets
99 Synthetic

FEATURES
•9AirZone Centro 

adjustable back length 
and AdaptiveFit hip 
belt ensuring perfect fit

•9Internal zippered 
pockets

•9AirZone breathable 
back, maximising 
airflow

•9Versatile front elastic 
stowage cradle

Colours
Sizes one size adjustable
Weight 1.65kg
Fabric N6.6 210D Mini Rip / 
450HDP

Also available:
AIRZONE PRO ND33:40 
$269.95

LOWE ALPINE  
AIRZONE TREK+ 
45:55
45+10L
$329.95
This fully featured 
top-loader has all the 
features you’d expect in 
a modern pack. Designed 
for trekking, it features 
a well-ventilated back 
system and multiple 
access points so you can 
find your gear on the go.

99  Lightweight
99  Hydration compatible
99  Raincover
99  Front access
99  Hiking pole loops
99  Ice axe loop
99  Adjustable lid
99  Front external storage
99  Zippered hip belt 

pocket
99  Lid pocket
99  Synthetic

FEATURES
•9AirZone Centro 

adjustable back length 
and AdaptiveFit hip 
belt ensuring perfect fit

•9AirZone breathable 
back, maximising 
airflow

•9Versatile front elastic 
stowage cradle

Colours
Sizes one size adjustable
Weight 1.6kg 
Fabric 210D Mini Ripstop / 
HydroShield

Also available:
AIRZONE TREK+ ND45:55 
$299.95

LOWE ALPINE  
CHOLATSE 45
45L  $269.95
The Lowe Alpine Cholatse 
45 is a hut-to-hut and 
trekking pack. With large 
front and lower entry, 
it is perfect for multi-
day alpine treks and 
lightweight overnight 
walking trips.

99 Lightweight
99 Hydration compatible
99 Raincover
99 Front access
99 Hiking pole loops
99 Ice axe loops
99 Adjustable back length
99 Separate bottom 

compartment
99 Daisy chains
99 Zippered hip belt 

pocket
99 Lid pocket
99 Synthetic

FEATURES
•9Aerator back panel
•9Mitt-friendly zip pulls
•9Front zippered pocket
•9Dual front entry
•9TPU grip for poles 

with spikes
•9Pull-out elasticated  

loop for poles with 
rubber caps

Colours
Sizes one size adjustable
Weight 1.5kg
Fabric 210D Nylon
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LOWE ALPINE  
ALPINE ASCENT 
40:50
40+10L  $219.95
A clean and lightweight 
pack designed for high 
alpine peaks, winter 
climbs and summer 
rock routes. This top-
loading pack is harness-
compatible and also 
equipped to take on 
snow and ice.

99  Lightweight
99  Hydration 

compatible
99  Pole tip grippers
99  Ice axe head lockers
99  Gear loops
99  Adjustable and 

removable lid
99  Climbing-compatible 

waist belt can be 
stowed

99  Lid pockets
99  Synthetic

FEATURES
•9Mitt-friendly winter 

buckles
•9Snow-shedding 

back system
•9Stowable hip belt
•9Daisy chains for gear 

attachment
•9Under-lid rope and 

crampon strap
•9Large grab handle for 

clipping to belays

Colours
Sizes one size adjustable
Weight 1kg
Fabric 330D Cross / 
TriShield Dura, 420D PW / 
HydroShield

Also available:
ALPINE ASCENT ND38:48
$219.95

LOWE ALPINE  
PEAK ASCENT 42
42L  $169.95
For fast-and-light 
ascents, this is your go-
to pack. At 970 grams, 
it’s super lightweight. 
Yet, fitted with daisy 
chains, ice-axe head 
lockers, snow-shedding 
buckles and a slim, 
climbing-compatible hip 
belt, this pack is built for 
the mountains.

99  Lightweight
99  Hydration 

compatible
99  Pole tip grippers
99  Ice axe head lockers
99  Gear loops
99  Adjustable and 

removable lid
99  Lid pockets
99  Synthetic

FEATURES
•9Mitt-friendly winter 

buckles
•9Supportive, snow-

shedding back system
•9Slim, climbing-

compatible hip belt
•9Daisy chains for gear 

attachment
•9Under-lid rope and 

crampon strap
•9Large grab handle for 

clipping to belays

Colours
Sizes one size adjustable
Weight 0.97kg
Fabric 210D Mini Hexa, 
600D PW / HydroShield

EXPED WOMEN’S 
LIGHTNING 45
45L  $299.95
Featherweight multitask 
pack with excellent 
motion control. The 
Exped Lightning is an 
extremely lightweight 
top-loader with roll-top 
closure. That means 
easy access and good 
weather protection.

99 Women’s fit
99 Lightweight
99 Hydration compatible
99 Hiking pole loops
99 Ice axe loops
99 Adjustable back 

length
99 Front external 

storage
99 Zippered hip belt 

pocket
99 Top pocket
99 Synthetic

FEATURES
•9T-Rex suspension 

system: comfort and 
ingenious quick-
adjust

•9Perfect load transfer 
via central aluminium 
stave anchored to the 
hip belt

•9Roll-top closure 
combined with 
minimal seam design 
enhances weather 
protection

•9External access to 
inner pocket doubles 
as exit port for 
hydration system 
tubes

Colours
Sizes one size adjustable
Weight 1kg
Fabric 210D Dyneema 
gridstop / Nylon, PU coated

Also available:
LIGHTNING 60
$309.95

WOMEN’S LIGHTNING 60
$309.95

EXPED 
THUNDER 50
50L  $369.95
A version of the Exped 
Lightning with more 
bells and whistles. A 
fully featured backpack 
on an ultralight frame.

99 Lightweight
99 Hydration compatible
99 Side access
99 Front access
99 Hiking pole loops
99 Ice axe loops
99 Adjustable lid
99 Adjustable back 

length
99 Front external 

storage
99 Daisy chains
99 Zippered hip belt 

pocket
99 Lid pockets
99 Synthetic

FEATURES
•9T-Rex suspension 

system
•9Dual-density foam  

hip belt
•9Three access options 

to main compartment
•92 lid pockets

Colours
Sizes one size adjustable
Weight 1.53kg
Fabric 210D Dyneema 
Ripstop Nylon, PU coated

Also available:
WOMEN’S THUNDER 50
$369.95

LOWE ALPINE 
ALTUS 42:47
42+5L  $329.95
A pack for hut-to-
hut trekking, with a 
structured harness and 
adjustable back length. 
U-shaped front zip for 
easy access on-the-go, 
and an extendable lid 
lets you increase pack 
volume by 5 litres. 

99 Lightweight
99 Hydration compatible
99 Raincover
99 Front access
99 Hiking pole loops
99 Ice axe loops
99 Adjustable back 

length
99 Separate bottom 

compartment
99 Daisy chains
99 Zippered hip belt 

pocket
99 Lid pocket
99 Synthetic

FEATURES
• NEW AirContour+ carry 

system distributes 
pack weight

•9Breathable, structured 
back panel

•9Adjustable back length
•9U-shaped front entry

Colours
Sizes M, L (both 42–47L)
Weight 1.7kg (M); 1.8kg (L)
Fabric 210D Robic Ripstop, 
450D PW/HydroShield

Also available:
ALTUS 52:57
$339.95

WOMEN’S ALTUS ND50:55
$329.95

WOMEN’S ALTUS ND40:45
$319.95
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MONT 
SENTINEL 42/45
42/45L $329.95
A canvas ‘day-and-a-
half’ pack, well suited to 
overnight adventures. 
The Sentinel is the ideal 
size for taking on some of 
the world’s classic walks, 
such as the Kokoda Trail.

99  Lightweight
99  Hydration compatible
99  Hiking pole loops
99  Ice axe loops
99  Adjustable lid
99  Front external storage
99  Daisy chains
99  Lid pockets
99  Canvas

FEATURES
•9Available in two back 

lengths (S, L)
•9Made from Mont’s 

hard-wearing 
Australian-made DR80 
ripstop canvas

•9Solo Lite harness with 
V-Ridge Foam and new, 
lightweight hip belt

•9Dual removable 
aluminium stays

•9Reflective trim
•9Reinforced base

Colours
Sizes S, L
Weight 1.59kg (42L), 
1.65kg (45L)
Fabric Canvas DR80

WILDERNESS 
EQUIPMENT 
CONTOUR
45L $229.95
Roomy, ultra durable 
canvas pack. This 
top-loader sports side 
compression straps 
for undersized loads, 
as well as multiple bar 
tacks for reinforcement. 
With stowaway hip-belt 
wings, this is the perfect 
pack for both urban and 
wilderness adventures.

99  Hydration compatible
99  Raincover
99  Lid pockets
99  Canvas

FEATURES
•9Generous external 

pocket
•9Segmented back panel 

for optimal load-
carrying comfort

•9Stowaway hip wings
•9Adjustable bottle 

pockets
•9Tie-on points can 

take cord for creating 
external storage

Colours
Sizes one size adjustable
Weight 1.8kg
Fabric High-density 275g 
corespun canvas

Also available:
TRAVERSE 33
$199.95

EXPED 
MOUNTAIN PRO 40
42L $389.95
Sleek, weatherproof 
mountain pack 
developed and designed 
with professional 
mountain guides. Exped 
removed all unnecessary 
extras and offered full 
performance.

99  Lightweight
99  Hydration compatible
99  Hiking pole loops
99  Ice axe loops
99  Daisy chains
99  Lid pockets
99  Synthetic

FEATURES
•9Weatherproof pack 

with taped seams
•9Weatherproof lid 

pocket YKK zipper
•9Innovative one-hand 

operated closure using 
either 2 Rapide Hooks 
or 1 carabiner (not 
included)

•95 daisy chains for 
endless attachment 
options

•92 lid pockets
•9Removable thermo-

formed hip belt
•9Removable map pocket

Colours
Sizes M, L
Weight 1.38kg
Fabric 420D Oxford Nylon, 
PU coated

Also available:
MOUNTAIN PRO 50
$429.95

WILDERNESS 
EQUIPMENT GEEHI
50+10L $289.95
This alpine pack is 
designed for full alpine 
racking, including ski and 
snowboard carry. The 
generous capacity makes 
this pack perfect for day 
trips that start and finish 
in the dark.

99  Lightweight
99  Hydration compatible
99  Hiking pole loops
99  Ice axe loops
99  Front external storage
99  Lid pockets
99  Synthetic

FEATURES
•9Contour-FLEX shoulder 

harness keeps bigger 
loads close to the body

•9Stowaway hip harness 
tucks neatly away 
when not in use

•9Collapsible, firm-rim 
bottle pockets with  
back slots

•9Overload pocket 
with elasticated 
compression can 
house a snow shovel, 
or extend volume by 
10L

•9Large, double-layer 
throat

•9Ski/snowboard carry

Colours
Sizes one size adjustable
Weight 1.6kg
Fabric High-tenacity 210D 
Ripstop Nylon, PU coated;  
330D Nylon Kodra, PU coated

DEUTER 
GUIDE 40+ SL
40+8L  $339.95
This purpose-built 
women’s mountain pack 
is designed to carry heavy 
loads in comfort. Its slim, 
lightweight design belies 
its heavy-duty specialty: 
carrying all your ski-
touring, rock climbing 
and mountaineering 
gear.

99  Women’s fit
99  Alpine carry system
99  Hydration compatible
99  Side access
99  Hiking pole loops
99  Ice axe loops
99  Ski attachment
99  Adjustable lid
99  Mobile hip fins
99  Separate bottom 

compartment
99  Front external storage
99  Removable hip belt
99  Lid pocket
99  Synthetic

FEATURES
•9Mobile hip fins allow 

movement 
•9Gear loops on hip belt 
•9Lightweight aluminium  

X-frame
•9Durable side carry 

handle
•9Removable sit mat
•9Double-layered base

Colours
Sizes one size adjustable
Weight 1.7kg
Fabric 330D Micro Rip Pro 
6.6 / Duratex

Also available:
GUIDE 30+ SL
$239.95


